**Course Structure Guide**

**FACULTY OF BUSINESS AND FINANCE**
**BACHELOR OF FINANCE (HONS) - UBFN11001**
**FULL-TIME COURSE STRUCTURE GUIDE**

### YEAR 1

#### YEAR 1 TRIMESTER 1
- **MPW2113** PERKUSAAN MALAYSIA
- **UBAF1013** FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING FRAMEWORK I
- **UBAF1113** MANAGING INFORMATION

**Total Credit Hours: 9.0**

#### YEAR 1 TRIMESTER 2
- **UALE1623** ENGLISH FOR BUSINESS
- **UBAF1163** FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING FRAMEWORK II
- **UBAI1113** INFORMATION SYSTEMS

**Total Credit Hours: 9.0**

#### YEAR 1 TRIMESTER 3
- **LANGX101** NATIONAL LANGUAGE OTHER LANGUAGES
- **UBAF1103** FINANCIAL INFORMATION FOR MANAGEMENT

**Total Credit Hours: 6.0**

### YEAR 2

#### YEAR 2 TRIMESTER 1
- **MPW2102** MPW ELECTIVE I
- **UBAE3023** BUSINESS ETHICS
- **UBPF2083** FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

**Total Credit Hours: 9.0**

#### YEAR 2 TRIMESTER 2
- **UBEQ2013** BASIC ECONOMETRICS
- **UBPF3043** FINANCIAL MARKETS AND INSTITUTIONS
- **UBPF3053** FINANCIAL SYSTEMS

**Total Credit Hours: 9.0**

#### YEAR 2 TRIMESTER 3
- **UALE2003** ENGLISH FOR MANAGEMENT
- **UBAM3013** MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
- **UBEQ2123** ECONOMETRICS

**Total Credit Hours: 18.0**

### YEAR 3

#### YEAR 3 TRIMESTER 1
- **UBPF3276** INDUSTRIAL TRAINING

**Total Credit Hours: 6.0**

#### YEAR 3 TRIMESTER 2
- **UBPF4094** INTERNATIONAL MONETARY SYSTEMS AND BANKING
- **UBPF4014** FIXED INCOME SECURITIES
- **UBPF4024** MULTINATIONAL FINANCE

**Total Credit Hours: 15.0**

#### YEAR 3 TRIMESTER 3
- **UBEQ3283** PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
- **UBEQ3293** ESK MANAGEMENT
- **UBEQ3363** ISLAMIC FINANCE

**Total Credit Hours: 12.0**

---

**PRE-REQUISITE UNIT(S) FOR UBAF1103**
- UKFZ3026
- UKFF2033

**EQUIVALENT UNIT(S) FOR UKFF2033**
- UBFZ3026
- UBFF4024
- UBFF4014
- UBPF4014

**PRE-REQUISITE 50 CREDIT HOURS EARNED FOR UBFZ3026**

---

**PRE-REQUISITE UNIT(S) FOR UBAF1133**
- UKAI1133

---

**NOTES:**
- A pre-requisite group number represents one pre-requisite unit subject.
- If a pre-requisite group number has more than one unit, choose one unit out of a group.
- Indicates a pre-requisite unit has equal pre-requisite condition(s).